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Components of meaning
Give Take Gentner (1975, 1981)

DO

CAUSE

TRANSF



Components of meaning
Pinker (1989)

cut – CAUSE, MEANS, GO run – MANNER

Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998)



Probing for components
“…it can be quite difficult to pin down the meanings of words using introspection alone” (Levin, 1993)

Syntactic behavior can be quite helpful

Hypothesis: sink encodes change-of-state

◦ The submarine sunk the boat.
◦ The boat sank.

Others do not (Two-argument activities)
◦ The torpedo hit the boat.
◦ *The boat hit.



Potential complications
Verbs of Cutting

◦ The gardener cut the branch.

◦ *The branch cut.

Verbs of Entity-Specific Change of State
◦ *The gardener bloomed the flowers.

◦ The flowers bloomed.



Distinguishing CoS verbs (L&R-H 1995)

Hypotheses about alternating change-of-state verbs (Alexiadou, et al., 2005)

◦ Basically dyadic; external argument is removed in intransitive entry
vs.

◦ Basically monadic: external argument is added in transitive entry

Adicity of the non-alternating verbs (e.g., bloom)
◦ Basically monadic?



Decomposition Using Machine Learning
Extract component of meaning using machine learning

Traditional word embedding methods (Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) 
◦ Cosine tells gives similarity relations

(sink  float  fall vs. blossom  flower  decay)

Testing theories of meaning requires access to components of meaning (CAUSE CHANGE CONTACT)



Predictive Language Models
The New York Times (Oct. 18, 2018)

If a machines can read, it can write

◦ Robin Sloan (Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore):

◦ Sloan: The bison are gathered around the canyon. …

◦ Computer: “by the bare sky.”

◦ Sloan: The bison have been traveling for two years back and forth. …

◦ Computer: between the main range of the city.

◦ Computer: The slow-sweeping tug moved across the emerald harbor.



BERT
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformsers (Devlin et al., 2018)

Architecture: 
◦ 12 than 24 layers 

◦ Deep learning

Features:
◦ Context sensitive word representations

◦ Uses context before and after a word (bidirectional)



BERT training: 
predict masked 
word
Training: 3.3 billion word corpus

◦ BooksCorpus (800 million words)

◦ English Wikipedia (2.5 billion words)



BERT training: predicting next sentence
[CLS] The man went to the store . [SEP] The man bought a gallon of milk  .[SEP]

[CLS] He bought a gallon of milk . [SEP] The man went to the store . [SEP]



BERT: interrogating
◦ The man [MASK] a gallon of milk.  [MASk] = drank, grabbed, bought

◦ The man went to the store . He [MASK] a gallon of milk. [MASK] = bought, lifted, grabbed, drank

◦ [CLS] The man went to the store . [SEP] The man bought a gallon of milk  .[SEP]

[CLS] He bought a gallon of milk . [SEP] The man went to the store . [SEP]



BERT: Syntactic Abilities
Goldberg (2019)
◦ the game that the guard hates is bad

◦ the game that the guard hates are bad

◦ [CLS] the game that the guard hates [MASK] bad .



BERT: Syntactic Abilities
Goldberg (2019)



BERT: Performance on NLP tasks



Analysis 1: BERT’s knowledge of 
argument structure

Four verb classes of transitive verbs (Levin, 1993): 

Change-of-state: broke  opened  melted  sunk  froze

Cut verbs: cut  carved  crushed  sliced

Hit verbs: hit  kicked   slapped  pounded

Touch verbs: touch  patted  stroked  nudged



Diathesis alternations
Middle alternation

◦ Jerry broke the vase.

◦ The vase broke easily. 

Body-part possessor ascension alternation
◦ Bill cut his thumb.

◦ Bill cut himself on the thumb.

Conative alternation
◦ Rachel cut the wood.

◦ Rachel cut at wood.

Causative
◦ Marj opened the window.

◦ The window opened.

Levin (1993)



Method
Use BERT to predict syntactic behavior of verbs 

◦ Middle: An object [MASK] easily .

◦ Body-part Possessor: An object [MASK] another object on its side .

◦ Conative: An object [MASK] at another object .

◦ Inchoative: An object [MASK] .

Logged rankings for each verb obtained from BERT (minus 10)



Results



Verb classes?
Reduce dimensions using t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008)

Use K-means++ to identify clusters

Choose k (number of clusters) using Silhouette Coefficient



Analysis 2: Extracting components of 
meaning

Example: An object touched another object . The object ____ ____ ____ something .  

made contact with 

Find the primitives for each verb

Look to see if there are shared primitives among class members that differentiate that class 
from another class



Predictions



Results: frequently occurring components
caused change to

made contact with

put pressure on

made impact with

made marks with

caused injury to

put stress to

put pressure to

moved nearer to

changed shape into



Components for change-of-state verbs
Sink

caused change to

made contact on

lost contact with

gave form to

poured light into

held liquid from

changed shape into

shifted shape into

contained liquid from

Open

caused change to

made contact with

lost contact with

gave form with

changed shape with

created room with

gave room to

took care of

took notice of

Break

caused change to

made contact with

lost contact with

gave form with

caused damage to

gave effect to

caused injury to

put stress to

Melt

caused change to

made contact on

lost contact with

gave form to

absorbed heat from

became liquid or

turned liquid to

added energy to

lost energy to



Components cut verbs of
Slice

caused changes to

made contact with

cut cuts to

caused wounds on

cut tissue on

caused injury on

created wounds to

touched tissue on

Carve

changed shape into

makes form into

creates forms of

made shape into

turned stone into

transformed shape into

transformed stone into

shaped stone into

Cut

caused change to

made contact with

divided parts of

makes marks on

creates damage to

split bones with

being divides from

split pieces of

split pieces from

Crush

caused changes to

made contact with

lost contact with

put weight on

made impact on

caused impact to

forced contact with

dropped weight on



Components for hit verbs
Slap

made contacts by

made contact with

put pressure on

made impact on

left marks on

placed pressure on

made touch with

moved causes hitting

Kick

made contacts by

made contact with

put pressure on

made impact on

placed pressure on

made touch with

found impact with

found contact with

Hit

made contacts by

made contact with

made impact on

made touch with

made contacts on

found contact with

put damages on

entered touch with

Pound

made contacts by

made contact with

put pressure on

made impact on

made contacts on

caused damage against



Components for touch verbs
Pat

put pressure on

gave form to

hit causes hitting

gave form to

kept slapping with

hitting causes hitting

shifted shape with

Nudge

put pressure on

gave form to

made impact with

made touch with

came nearer with

moved nearer to

placed weight on

Touch

put pressure on

gave form to

changed form with

placed pressure on

added meaning to

entered contact with

brushed anything with

Stroke

put pressure on

gave form to

changed shape with

gave form to

hit causes hitting

made contacts with

hitting causes hitting



Components by verb class

Paula hit the stick against/on the fence.

Paula hit the fence with the stick.



Analysis 3: components of meaning for 
intransitives
Question: What components of meaning are stored in the verb’s root as opposed to the syntax?

Causative: CAUSE+CHANGE

Verbs of entity-specific change of state: decay  bloom  flower  blossom  blush
◦ Transitive: not available

◦ Intransitive: CHANGE

Verbs of change of state: broke  opened  melted  sunk  froze
◦ Transitive: CAUSE+CHANGE

◦ Intransitive: CAUSE+CHANGE?  CHANGE?



Predictions
Verbs of Change of State

◦ Inherently dyadic  CAUSE+CHANGE in the intransitive

◦ Inherently monadic  CHANGE in the intransitive

Verbs of entity-specific change of state
◦ Inherently monadic  CHANGE in the intransitive



Methods
Determine components in the intransitive

Verbs of change of state: 
◦ broke  opened  melted  sunk  froze

Verbs of entity-specific change of state: 
◦ decay  bloom  flower  blossom  blush

An object verbed . 

The object ____ ____ ____ .



Entity-specific change of state verbs
Flower

grows,fruit,again

produces,fruit,again

becoming,fruit,again

produces,seed,again

growing,fruit,again

becomes,fragment,decay

produce,change,again

cause,fragment,decay

Decay

becomes,material,completely

loses,energy,itself

loses,state,itself

become,future,completely

becomes,death,again

becomes,energy,completely

lose,colour,again

loses,material,itself

cause,death,again

cause,material,itself

Bloom

becomes,material,itself

becomes,fruit,again

produces,fruit,again

contains,energy,itself

produces,energy,itself

produces,seed,again

produces,energy,itself

see,change,again

cause,lives,decay

cause,cycle,decay

blush

turn,colors,again

becomes,consciousness,completely

became,color,again

contains,energy,itself

becomes,appearance,disappear

turn,appearance,disappear

glow,change,again

cause,colour,again



Change of state verbs
Sink

changed,course,slightly

changed,behavior,slightly

changed,properties,slightly

suffered,damages,there

caused,alarm,there

caused,damages,there

caused,confusion,there

received,energy,slightly

Open

changed,shape,automatically

changed,position,automatically

took,shape,automatically

changed,behavior,slightly

caused,momentum,within

caused,power,within

caused,weight,within

received,energy,slightly

received,properties,slightly

Broke

changed,value,automatically

changed,position,automatically

changed,status,automatically

lost,value,automatically

caused,motion,inside

caused,movement,instead

caused,force,instead

received,damage,instead

received,force,instead

received,movement,instead

Melt

changed,behavior,slightly

changed,appearance,slightly

changed,properties,slightly

received,heat,only

cause,state,itself

absorbed,energy,slightly

received,damage,only

received,energy,slightly



Results
Both CoS and Entity-specific CoS verbs

◦ CAUSE, CHANGE

◦ “ITSELF” (disconnected process)

CoS verbs only
◦ RECEIVE ENERGY



Analysis 5: What are the possible 
constructions and what do they mean?
Method

◦ Find the most common sentence types 

◦ Find verbs that most often fill those types



Corpora

25 years, 42,833,581 sentence; 957,290,668 raw words

4 weeks, 123,732,422 sentences; 2,200,871,688  raw words

3 days, 43,665,391, 1,025,479,505 raw words                                            



Sample posts from Reddit
1512086400 Always inviting you to go out to eat. My spoiled rich Malaysian friend causally 
asks me to get $25 ramen.

1512086400 Seriously? What planet do you live on? If the woman who accused Matt Lauer 
of harassing her at the Olympics was not on the trip to the Olympics, or if she claimed he had 
done something to her during a meeting, but either he or she was not at the meeting. What 
good would an alibi be if you couldn't prove that you weren't in a place a crime was committed? 
Please.

1512086403 You paid too much for it. Amazon is showing $10.97 for me.



Parsing
Stanford parser Klein & Manning (2003)

VB_sold+nsubj+iobj+dobj

Dependency Parsing (Tesnière(1959)

http://corenlp.run/

http://corenlp.run/


Dependency parses
Intuition linguistic units, e.g. words, are connected by directed links

Common dependencies
◦ nsubj – subject

◦ dobj – direct object

◦ iobj – indirect object

◦ ccomp - clausal complement of a verb or adjective

◦ xcomp - open clausal complement of a verb or an adjective is a predicative or 
clausal complement without its own subject



Dependency parses
◦ nmod:to – a noun functioning as a non-core (oblique) argument or adjunct

◦ nmod:for

◦ compound:prt - phrasal verb particle



Most frequent dependencies in English
'auxpass','advmod','nsubj','aux','mark','advcl','dobj','ccomp','xcomp','iobj','nmod','nmod:above','
nmod:against','nmod:agent','nmod:among','nmod:at','nmod:before','nmod:beneath','nmod:bet
ween','nmod:by','nmod:down','nmod:except','nmod:for','nmod:from','nmod:in','nmod:including
','nmod:into','nmod:npmod','nmod:of','nmod:on','nmod:out_of','nmod:over','nmod:per','nmod:
poss','nmod:than','nmod:through','nmod:tmod','nmod:to','nmod:under', 
'nmod:until','nmod:upon','nmod:with','compound:prt','neg','expl','cc','det','cc:preconj','mwe','di
scourse','csubj','case','nmod:poss','csubjpass','nmod:poss','csubjpass','acl','appos','cop','nummo
d','acl:relcl','det:predet'



Re-expressing sentences
1. Lemmatize the words

2. Add part-of-speech markers 

3. Attach dependencies governed by the verb ono the verb

◦ We live on borrowed time.

◦ PRP_we VB_live+nsubj+nmod:on IN_on VB_borrow NN_time .



Basic sentences
◦ Find most frequent dependency patterns for each verb (N = 3574 with n > 500)

◦ Combine across verbs



Results: Basic sentences



Observations
1. NYT and Reddit results align closely

◦ Share most similar basic sentences
◦ Share most frequent verbs for these sentences

2. Eleven categories
◦ TRANSITIVE, THINKING, INTRANSITIVE, WANTING, MOVING, DIRECTION, GIVING, INTERACTING, CAUSING, COMMUNICATING, 

CHANGING

3. CAUSING (nsubj+dobj+xcomp) and WANTING (nsubj+xcomp) highly related

4. THINKING (nsubj+ccomp) and WANTING (nsubj+xcomp) highly related

5. STAYING (nsubj+nmod:(in)), MOVING (nsubj+nmod:(to)), and INTERACTING (nsubj+nmod:with) related 

6. TRANSITIVE and INTRANSITIVE related: cover full range of topics 

7. Could reflect major ontological distinctions in the English verb system

8. Could point to conceptual primitives

9. These results will likely not change



Are the categories conceptual?
Mandarin

- pro-drop language

Dependencies
◦ "dep","advmod:loc","nmod:topic","nsubjpass", "aux:modal", "appos", "discourse", "parataxis:prnmod", 

"aux:asp","nmod:poss","name","nmod:range","amod","auxpass","amod:ordmod","mark:clf","advmod","ccomp","KILL",

"dobj","punct","aux:prtmod","advmod:dvp","acl","aux:ba","conj","nmod:tmod","nmod:prep","etc","cop“

"nsubj","advcl:loc","case","det","xcomp","nmod","cc","advmod:rcomp","nummod","mark","neg","nsubj:xsubj",

"compound:vc","nmod:assmod","compound:nn"

Weibo

- much like Twitter

- lots of ads



Method
Space



Method
Parse



Results: Basic sentences



Conclusions
Machine learning methods can be used to 

◦ explore argument structure

◦ Identify components of meaning

Transitivity
◦ May be licensed by a component of meaning implying RECEPTION of energy

Syntactic patterns/constructions
Have frequently occurring meanings

Are stable across corpora

Are consistent across languages  reflect basic conceptual distinctions


